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Letter from the Chair 
Dear Delegates, 

I welcome you to South-Central Asia. The fate of one of the most terror-ridden, crisis-struck countries, 
Afghanistan in the world today is being determined by you. This year, at the Global Security 
Organisation, we will be discussing the agenda: The Future of Peace in Afghanistan.  

At the GSO committee, we seek to create and foster an environment that encourages resolution driven 
and productive debate, while also being vivacious. With the constant threat of terrorist groups 
prevailing in this war-torn region, you will need to think outside the box, to give comprehensive plans 
of action while still maintaining foreign policy.  We encourage first-time speakers to rid themselves of 
all reservations and speak freely.  

Ideological differences, in our adolescent globalized age, have the power to create mobs out of crowds 
and war out of peace. But it is you that the United Nations turns to, with possibly the last shred of 
hope. We hope that you turn the committee into an entirely immersive experience with your 
collaboration. You as delegates need to be on the tip of your toes at all times. To succeed, delegates 
must show passion, determination and most essentially be fearless. 

You must strike a balance between debate and diplomacy, confrontation and compromise. The 
responsibility of the fate of the world rests on your shoulders - and it isn’t light. 

Suit Up. 

Manan Jain, Chair,  

Krish Agarwal, Vice Chair,  

Hriday Thakur, Vice Chair,  

Nihar Kapasi, R & D, 

Aaryan Bachhawat, Rapporteur. 
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I. Introduction  

The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan is a landlocked country in South Asia. It borders Pakistan to the 

East, Iran to the west; Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan to the north; and China to the northeast. With a 

population of approximately 32 million, it is composed mostly of Pashtuns, Tajiks, Hazaras and Uzbeks. 

Afghanistan has been a center of attention throughout history. The rough terrain of this area, inhospitable living 

conditions and the flourishing opium trade as an easy way to make money has led this mountainous area to be 

the hot bed of militant groups. From the Anglo-Afghan wars to the current peace talks between the United 

States and Taliban, Afghanistan has proven to be a country that demands constant support from bodies like the 

United Nations to maintain international peace and security. This country has had a lot of unrest due to a 

changing leadership over the years, who having different interests have greatly limited the progress. Moreover, 

some actions have not been fully successful – in particular, the resurgence of Taliban roughly four years after its 

fall in 2001, was unimagined and has made peace talks the need of the hour. Since many years, nobody has 

succeeded in consistently controlling the entirety of this country.  

  The situation in Afghanistan has always been of international significance due to it being a part of the 

Middle East – the area that is usually assumed as the birthplace of major terrorist groups.  It is impossible to 

achieve lasting peace and prosperity in this region without realizing that there is more to this situation than the 

presence of terrorist and militant groups.  Notably, some of the major issues are the violation of human rights, 

the unstable economy and excessive opium trade. Therefore, this agenda is not one to be taken lightly. 

  Despite innumerable measures and peace meetings, large-scale destruction and loss of human life has 

not ceased to exist. It has demanded many discussions and measures to bring an end to one of the most heavy 

and widespread crises that has been going on for nearly a century. 

Actions have been taken and some have proven to be useful, while others haven’t. With the recent back 

and forth of cancelling and rearranging talks between the US and 
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Taliban, this agenda demands attention like no other. In a time where situations can easily escalate, it 

is your job to bring this one home. With this, we, the Executive Board of the Global Security Organization 

call on you, the delegates, to come together in an Emergency Plenary Session of the General Assembly. 

Cooperation and discussion will be key to coming up with effective solutions to this crisis in a time where 

conflicting ideas have made the Security Council unable to pass a resolution. Make sure to put your best foot 

forward since the peace and prosperity earned at the end will positively affect thousands of lives and help to 

overcome any other similar problems that might plague our world. 
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II. History of Events 

Arguably, it can be said that the start of this drastic situation was the rivalry between major powers to 

expand their sphere of influence. It has stemmed from the differences that have arisen during the First World 

War, in particular the difference between the communist Soviet Union and the US. The Anglo Afghan wars 

broke out in the mid 19th century and at that time it was the Russian empire under Romanov Czars that was 

in command. After the Russian Revolution in 1917, the land became part of USSR. The British were also 

ruling India at this time, and to secure their colonial empire and not let the Afghans enter into their country, 

they created the Durand Line, to divide Afghanistan from British India. However, to date, the Afghans 

constantly deny the existence of the Durand Line.  

Additionally, to limit the influence of the Russian empire from spreading to Central Asia, they drafted 

treaties with the Amirs (Afghan Rulers) to limit Russian influence in the region which game to be known as 

the “GREAT GAME” 

 Consequently, the Anglo-Afghan wars countered the influence of the Soviet Union over Afghanistan 

removing any competition to their Indian colony but causing major unrest in this region. Nevertheless, the 

Soviet Union once again attempted to establish a presence when it decided to forcefully enter Afghanistan in 

1978. Many countries now focused their attention to removing the Russian influence. To this effect, US, 

Pakistan, China, Iran and Saudi Arabia supplied money and arms to the Mujahideen and in due course of 

time the Soviet was overwhelmed and had to sign a peace deal and leave Afghanistan for good. 

 The government was largely overthrown and several Mujahideen groups fought for control with the 

power-sharing deal falling apart partly due to it not being honoured. It was in such a situation that an 

Islamic fundamentalist political movement and military organisation took control of Kabul in 1996 – the 

Taliban. Apart from the violence that they themselves caused, the problem was that it had the backing of a 

terrorist organisation – Al Qaeda. For some time, their extremist measures weren’t approved by the 

international community, and things got out of hand. Finally, the US decided to step in after the devastating 

attacks of September 11, 2001. When the Taliban refused to cooperate and stop ties with Al Qaeda, the US, 

with help from Britain, started working with anti-Taliban allies. As a result, the Taliban had to retreat into 

rural Afghanistan and even seek refuge in neighbouring Pakistan. 
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After discussions and as per the Bonn Agreement (December 5, 2001) Hamid Karzai was selected as the 

interim administration head. Some measures were taken to counter any remaining Al Qaeda or Taliban fighters 

and other countries started to deploy some of their troops as well. With this, the focus shifted on the 

development of Afghanistan which had suffered due to the fighting. More importance was now given to the 

making of a democratic government and helping the people of Afghanistan. To this effect, the US created a civil 

affairs framework (referred to as the Provincial Restoration Teams (PRTs) to coordinate redevelopment with the 

UN and other non-governmental organizations. However, some people criticized the PRT system calling it 

disorganized. The major fighting was now over, and this message was relayed to the US troops in Afghanistan. 

  The development of Afghanistan was now the focus, but it was a slow process. The US also had to deal 

with the war in Iraq during 2003 which meant that Afghanistan might not have the attention that was needed. 

Many countries were unwilling to take risks, commit resources and follow through on commitments which 

could be seen with rifts that emerged especially regarding troop commitments. NATO troops were stationed in 

Afghanistan to ensure peace and work with the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and the Afghan 

forces.  

However, there was a resurgence of the Taliban and the Al Qaeda which is evident from the drastic 

increase in the number of suicide bombings just 4 years after their fall in 2001. To make matters worse, the 

people of Afghanistan’s belief in NATO and US forces was dwindling due to the spike in “collateral damage”. 

If this was less, Pakistan was accused of its intelligence forces contributing to the bombing of the Indian 

Embassy in 2008 which was just oil for the massive fire that was consuming the world. It was in such an 

environment that the Taliban was able to expand.  

  Although efforts were still going on, they weren’t regarded as satisfactory. Despite the successful 

killings of some important people like Mullah Obaidullah Akhund (Taliban’s third in command) and Mullah 

Dadullah (Taliban’s top military commander), the threat was still present, and many others remained safe 

underground. With Barack Obama getting elected as the President of the US in 2009, Afghanistan once again 

became a focus of the US and many actions were taken under his presidency. On February 17, 2009, almost a 

month after his election, he announced the plan of sending more 17,000 troops to improve the situation.
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Generals were changed and aid increased to counter Al Qaeda and Taliban whether in Afghanistan or 

neighboring Pakistan. Elections were held with Karzai winning again. December 2009 saw another 30,000 

US troops march into Afghanistan. For the first time,  Obama announced that the plan was to withdraw the 

troops by 2011. 

  The conflict continued with US drone strikes and suicidal bombings – most notably by a double-agent 

of Al Qaeda. Tensions were high since despite Karzai being re-elected there were allegations of fraud and 

corruption. Even Mullah Omar (head of Taliban) refused to meet with Karzai. NATO members decided to 

hand control to the Afghan forces by 2014. The question, however, became whether the same level of control 

could be maintained despite losing such a large number of international troops. 

  2011 (the year that marks a decade of warfare in Afghanistan) saw the death of Osama Bin Laden – 

the leader of Al Qaeda in Pakistan. Negative statements continued nevertheless saying that the fight against 

terrorism was in Pakistan (the place that had supposedly acted as the safe haven for these terrorists). Many 

US citizens felt Afghanistan had taken a lot of US resources and they wanted a faster withdrawal of their 

troops. Towards the end of the year, another conference was held in Bonn to figure out plans to help 

Afghanistan become self-sufficient but Pakistan chose not to attend complicating the situation. The 

preliminary talks with the Taliban in the office set-up in Qatar were too suspended and anti-US feelings were 

still present with situations like the burning of Quran and killing of Afghan women and children. 

  Fortunately, peace talks were held between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Following this, new elections 

took place and the two competing candidates Abdullah Abdullah and Ashraf Ghani came to a power sharing 

deal. The troops were finally withdrawn in 2014 with Afghanistan not signing any Bilateral Security 

Agreement permitting US troops to extend their stay. However, some troops are sent either from NATO or US 

later when requested by Afghanistan. The US wanted to maintain troops till 2017 while NATO would have 

liked to maintain their troops and continue funding till 2020. 
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III. Countries Involved 

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan 

Being at the heart of this committee’s agenda, the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan has suffered 

immensely by the continuous fighting that has been going on. It has always tried to counter the terrorism and 

accepted aid that other countries can offer. The government has at times been referred to as ‘Kabul’s 

government’ which shows that its influence/power is, arguably, not enough. Karzai, the interim leader, wasn’t 

extremely popular and was even accused of fraud. Moreover, he was pressured a lot and at one time even said 

in haste that they would go and join the Taliban. Even the recent elections saw disparities between the two 

contesting candidates. Nevertheless, Afghanistan has always wanted peace and has taken measures for the 

upliftment of women, eradicating opium and corruption, etc. It is always ready to fight terrorism and at the 

same time is critical of its aid to ensure that troops of other countries do not conduct violations and ‘collateral 

damage’. Its forces, namely the Afghan National Defence and Security Forces(ANSDF), which were wholly 

dependent on international aid are now slowly becoming self-sufficient and able to exercise more control. 

Peace talks not only with the Taliban but also with other regional players that may be dissatisfied with the 

current power distribution, have been initiated several times in the past.  

 United States of America 

This country has been the most invested in the situation of Afghanistan since the beginning and is still 

trying to improve the situation that is evident with the ongoing peace talks with the Taliban. However, being 

invested from the beginning increases the chances of problems with the country and it has not been able to 

escape this. US troops have not always been welcomed and there are instances of wrongs done on their part. 

It is said that some troops had burnt the Quran, the central religious text of Islam, and some other were caught 

urinating on Afghan troops. There was even an incident of a US military personnel killing women and 

children though the same was not confirmed. Thus, there are “Anti-USA” sentiments that exist within the 

Afghan population 
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Nevertheless, this country has a crucial spot and with the drawback of its troops, the situation in 

Afghanistan just might worsen. Apart from organizations like NATO, US has always had the greatest number 

of troops in Afghanistan. Operation Cyclone and Operation Enduring Freedom show some of the CIA 

involvement in this crisis. Apart from this, US has also been providing the most financial aid and helped 

significantly for the country’s development. 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Islands 

 British troops have been involved with the situation in Afghanistan since 2001 as part of a coalition. 

They were primarily deployed as part of the ISAF to provide stability and security, but their introduction also 

resulted in violence from the Taliban. Although support increased for these troops there was still some unease 

regarding them and its effectiveness. Regardless, UK played a vital role in the betterment of the situation 

  The UK is also the third largest development aid donor to Afghanistan and it also funds the 

Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission. The Department for International Development 

(DFID) of UK has had a well-balanced rural sector programme in support of the government of Afghanistan, 

which included building of ministries plus a mix of development, infrastructure and poverty reduction 

projects. With the deals by NATO, British troops were withdrawn in 2014 with a small number remaining for 

training and advisory roles. This was in accordance with the general demand of removing foreign troops and 

Afghanistan taking control of its situation which again demonstrates the cooperation shown by the UK. 

 Republic of Turkey 

Although not bordering Afghanistan, Turkey too has played a significant role in Afghanistan. The 

Turkey-Afghanistan Alliance Agreement in 1921 was one of the preliminary steps of diplomatic relations 

between the two countries. It has also made comprehensive contributions on bilateral levels and through 

efforts of the UN and NATO. Besides this, it has actively funded Afghanistan and had one of the first foreign 

heads of state to visit Afghanistan after the election of Ashraf Ghani. Some people believe that Turkey is an 

important country capable of positively influencing regional themes owing to the fact that both the 

Afghanistan government and Taliban have friendly relations with the nation.
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Turkey has attempted to convince Central Asian states, like Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan, to be more 

open to diplomatic negotiations with the Taliban. This aligns closely with Russia’s measures of diplomacy 

among Afghan political factions and has gained positive feedback in Moscow.  This highlights the possibility 

of better relations between these countries which have disagreed on countless other things.  

Although Turkey may not be heavily invested in military assistance, it definitely assists Afghanistan 

and was focusing on economically developing Afghanistan during the conflict filled year of 2001. However, 

not all its decisions are accepted by Ghani such as providing asylum to Abdul Rashid Dostum – the Vice 

President of Afghanistan who was charged with assault. Regardless, measures such as using its political 

outreach with Pakistan to improve ties between Pakistan and Afghanistan show its usefulness which was 

appreciated by Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif. 

Russian Federation 

  After Russia had to leave Afghanistan due to losses at the hand of the Mujahideen backed by the UK 

and USA, the Russian-backed afghan government collapsed. It seems unlikely that it would be given a seat at 

the table. Nonetheless, Russia has made continuous efforts such as contribution in reconstruction efforts, 

training of Afghan security forces, supplying military equipment and supporting joint counter narcotic 

activities even with the US. However, some of its measures are regarded negatively, especially its relations 

with the Taliban. In 2016, it started with peace talks with the countries surrounding Afghanistan (known as 

the Moscow Process). Later other countries were added. However, this measure was regarded as an 

overlapping effort that lacked clarity. When they wished to add Taliban, it came under jeopardy since both the 

government and Taliban did not wish to meet at the time. Moscow says that it is trying to improve the 

situation in order to control the expansion of the Islamic State’s regional iteration, the Islamic State Khorasan 

Province (ISKP), and the flow of narcotics northward. However, its measures are not seen as reducing 

violence by Taliban which can give credit to the rumor that it had previously armed the Taliban. 

  Like Afghanistan and US, Russia wants to counter transnational terrorism and drug trafficking. 

However, its demand that foreign troops leave Afghanistan makes cooperation with the US difficult. 

Therefore, it is essential that these superpowers corporate peacefully, if any solution must be reached. 
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 People’s Republic of China 

China regards Afghanistan as a dangerous place where peace and stability is extremely necessary. It 

wants Afghanistan to emerge as a neutral country but is not extremely active in the support of Afghanistan 

and few Chinese companies demonstrate much interest in Afghanistan. 

China has expressed little interest in joining the post-2001 efforts to help Afghanistan. They disengaged from 

military effort, political reconciliation and economic reconstruction. However, as time passed, its engagement 

with Afghanistan has become more prominent.  

China’s contribution to Afghanistan has involved committing increasing amounts of development aid, 

setting up large-scale investment projects, and backing the peace efforts. China even supported reconciliation 

in Afghanistan. Beijing hosted informal meetings between the Taliban and Afghan government 

representatives and welcomed public visits by senior Taliban leaders such as Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar. It 

supported the process that resulted in an initial peace deal between the United States and the Taliban. 

Nonetheless, other countries don’t appreciate China’s passive/sub-active stance and feel that it is 

trying to benefit from the efforts of others. A Pentagon report says that ‘China is primarily concerned 

regarding Uighur militants’ transit through the Afghanistan Wakhan Corridor, which borders China’s Xinjiang 

Province. It believes regional stability will improve its access to trade markets, weaken western regional 

influence, and counterbalance India’s role and strategic expansion in the region. 

 Islamic Republic of Iran 

Iran is playing a pivotal role in Afghanistan’s post-Taliban development. It is a large source of foreign 

investment, and provides assistance in infrastructure, distribution of energy supplies, and agricultural and 

communications development. It has engaged in reconstruction of Afghanistan, continued supporting its 

traditional allies and pressed for the withdrawal of all foreign troops from the country. Iran also shares ethnic, 

linguistic and religious links with millions of Afghan Shia. As a result of these connections, Iran has the 

potential of being a significant stabilizing force in Afghanistan. Its interests are also largely aligned with those 

of the Western mission. 
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However, Iran’s true intentions towards Afghanistan are somewhat hazy. Iranian-made armaments 

have been discovered in the hands of Taliban which highlights the ambiguous role of Iran since it is providing 

aid to the Afghan government while at the same time allowing weapons to pass into the hands of the Taliban 

outfit. 

Moreover, although Iran has ties with the US there are many things that they disagreed on which can 

be seen with the USA Iran Nuclear war crisis and even ISIS, a terrorist organization linked to Al Qaeda that 

was started in Iran. It is believed that Tehran has worked with and against the United States. Moreover, Iran is 

eager for a regional partner and the downside is that Taliban might be able to satisfy this. Thus, Iran also has a 

crucial role to play and it can’t be ignored if lasting security and peace must be achieved. 
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IV. The Current Situation 

The newly elected US President, Donald Trump mentions the possibility of adding more troops in 

Afghanistan since the Taliban has regained significant strength. He feels that the pulling of troops would be 

like a vacuum that can easily be filled by terrorists. The bombings by Taliban increase as an answer to the 

increased military action by the US such as deploying troops in rural areas and air strikes to destroy opium 

fields to reduce their finances.   

Zalmay Mamozy Khalilzad, an Afghan-American diplomat who has served as the Special Representative 

for Afghanistan Reconciliation at the State Department, is one of the main personnel responsible for engaging 

in peace talks with the Taliban to end the fighting and loss of life once and for all. One of the main goals of 

the Taliban is for international troops to be removed and have even agreed to stop engaging with and counter 

any terrorist organizations. However, the Taliban isn’t ready to fully cooperate with the Afghanistan 

government and some of them want power like they had in their prime of 2001.They also want their prisoners 

to be released – a decision US is not comfortable with. Moreover, Trump calls off peace talks due to 

continued attacks linked to the Taliban. 

  A deal relating to removing US troops and agreement of Taliban to resist terrorist organizations takes 

place. The benefits of such a deal have come into question since violence continues in both sides. There is no 

official ceasefire although there is a mutual understanding to stop attacks on each other and harming civilians. 

The political situation is still not resolved when in spite of Ghani winning, his competitor Abdullah refuses 

the results and declares himself winner. The disputes between the government and Taliban are important to 

keep in mind. Measures need to be ensured that both the sides are able to discuss issues and come to 

agreements among themselves. The different desires of these two bodies make peace all the more difficult and 

important to achieve. Another important thing to remember is that the situation is not yet solved and the peace 

talks between regional powers, the government and Taliban is where the prospect of peace and prosperity 

truly comes in. Apart from this, care needs to be taken to ensure that illegal practices and further loss of life 

do not take place at any cost while particularly ensuring that the situation of women improves, and that they 

gain the rights they deserve as living beings. 
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V. Areas of Debate and what Possible Solutions could address 

1. Peace Talks 

Despite the US and the Taliban having numerous talks, all have been stalled at the time of writing 

since the past two decades. The first attempt to reconcile the Taliban was by forming the Afghan High 

Peace Council in 2010. 

This group consisted of government officials, civil society activists, and former Mujahideen. It also 

included women as well as various other Taliban figures. The aim was to open up communication 

channels with the insurgents, thereby providing the Taliban with an address. However, the 

announcement that the US would hold direct talks with the Taliban there angered then-president Hamid 

Karzai. 

Early on this year, on 29th February, 2020, the United State and its NATO allies agreed to withdraw 

its troops within 14 months, exchange prisoners and lift off sanctions if the militants upheld the deal. 

But, on 14th March, 2020, Javid Faisal, the spokesman for the National Security Council, 

announced that President Ghani that since there was a delay in the release of Taliban prisoners, there 

was a need to review the list of the prisoners, thus endangering the peace agreement between the U.S. 

government and Taliban. 

2) The Illegal Narcotics Trade 

Production and  trafficking of opium is a major business that fills the coffers of terrorist 

organizations. Despite the US government  having spent billions of dollars to encourage farmers to 

grow other crops, the drug trade has yet only grown since the 1980s making Afghanistan the single 

largest producer of opium in the world by 1984. Since it requires little capital investment, fast growth 

and easy transportation, it has been traded even when the war was at its peak. The lack of stable 

security environment and corruption by the police and military has made it tougher for the Afghan 

government to gain control of the extremist groups and cartels.
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3) The Taliban’s war on women: A health and human rights crisis in Afghanistan  

The ill-treatment and misogynistic acts in Afghanistan were even worse before the US-led 

intervention. Policies of discrimination against women undermine their health and well-being. Such 

discrimination and suffering it causes constitute an affront to the dignity and worth of Afghan women, and 

humanity as a whole. Marked restriction on the movement of women, prohibition on interactions with 

expatriates, and the risk of summary punishment for acts which authorities consider threatening present 

considerable challenges to an effective study design. 

 Many believe that, beyond the moral necessity of treating women as human beings, the possibility for 

peace in Afghanistan can only be achieved if women’s rights are protected and enhanced: women must be 

involved in order to create a truly democratic society and stable governmental institutions. The US has 

already spent billions specifically dedicated toward enhancing women’s rights in the region; nevertheless, the 

UN considers Afghanistan’s gender equality to be among the worst ten in the world.  

4) The Economy 

Without an improved economy, the country will remain trapped in corruption and emboldened 

terrorist groups. The Afghan labor market today has a low labor force participation rate, with most Afghan 

youth unable to find jobs. If a peace settlement is reached, refugees return, and members of the Taliban 

reintegrate, this problem will spiral and potentially cause a new phase of civil unrest. The problem is that 

Afghanistan has persistent barriers to economic growth, such as a major infrastructure deficit, near total 

reliance on foreign donors, highly limited skilled labor, and corruption. Substantial investments by the US to 

fix these problems have all failed, and unemployment and poverty have remained high. These problems 

substantially undermine the Afghan state’s legitimacy. In a place that has never truly been united under a 

unified government nor a common understanding of its, the legitimacy of a future state is detrimental to 

peace.  

5) Insurgency/Afghan Security Forces  

As illustrated before, the Taliban control a large area of Afghanistan’s landmass. Their territorial 

control will continue to grow if there is no effective and strong resistance from the Afghan security forces. 
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The Islamic State has established their own province in Khorasan and continues to increase their foothold in the 

region although it is still limited to the eastern part of Afghanistan.  

In addition to carrying out attacks against the government they fight theTaliban for control of territory, 

worsening the security situation. 73% of Afghans cite insecurity as the reason for pessimism about the direction 

the country is taking. 

Addressing the security situation in an effective manner would require gaining control of ungoverned 

spaces and tackling the internal disagreements along with corruption within the Afghan security apparatuses. 

The Taliban and other groups enjoy support by parts of the population due to various reasons, including 

religion, poverty and ethnicity. 

Religious extremism, which is the core ideology of the violence, has forced people to adopt and follow 

an extremist version of religion which justifies violence. The lack of education, only 52% of males over 15 were 

estimated to be literate in 2015, has further led to extremism. Madrassas (religious seminaries) are a major 

breeding ground for terrorism. In these semi naris, radical political and religious ideas are inculcated in the 

minds of young children who grow up to form core elements of the Taliban and other extremist groups. 

6) Political Tensions  

Politics in Afghanistan has always been a never-ending problem. Where on one hand prospects for negotiations 

between the Taliban and the Afghan government remain a potential solution, the Afghan government itself 

remains divided  The recent 2019 elections clearly display this fact – despite the victory of Ashraf Ghani, 

Abdullah. Abdullah had declared himself as the winner. This was just oil to the already raging fire just like the 

damage to the elections by Taliban attacks and accusations of the government being incapable and a ‘puppet 

regime’. The consequences of the political tensions will be severe as they may delay the preparations in order to 

carry out the conditional US-Taliban peace plan. Moreover, situations where the official leadership of the 

country comes under question is the last thing that these peace talks need: what is needed is a unity. Although 

there have been attempts to solve this and make everyone feel satisfied, the mere occurrence can increase the 

time for peace talks which has no positive impact of the global mission of peace in the middle east and the 

world as a whole. Nothing can progress if a united front is not displayed and continued to be displayed) by the 

government and its officials. 
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